Director

06:46

03:31

11:45

Joe Bennett

Julian Terry

John Ogunmuyiwa

Tomson Tee

Matt McClung

Erin S. Murray &
Jeremy Schaulin‐Rioux

Don't Peek

Future Islands ‐ For Sure Sam Mason

Chloë Wicks

Derecho

Fragile Package

Mandem

Kemba ‐ Nobody I Can
Trust

One to One

Thao & The Get Down
Stay Down ‐ Phenom

02:50

14:45

04:12

10:02

10:56

13:06

Sam McMullen

The Cocaine Famine

08:40

Kate Dolan

03:33

Durati Link
on
03:12

Catcalls

Lightning Bolt ‐ Blow To Caleb Wood
The Head
Piero Pirupa – Brain
Yousef
Dead

Title

Rating

This is a well‐made and poignant film that takes an ever deeper look into the lives and relationship
of 2 men that work as drug dealers. The film contains some strong language and a brief scene of
violence and a threat with a flick knife although most of this violence is suggestive and does not
show any detail. There are many scenes that deliver a reference to the men selling drugs.
Although drugs are only directly referenced in a very brief scene in the credits showing text
messages from people asking for drugs by their aliases, it is very clear throughout the film that the
main characters are selling drugs. There are many scenes of drugs being sold to everyday people
from all walks of life and quite a prominent scene at a party. Although this is very much in the
context of the storyline, officers were concerned that this normalisation of drugs may be a little
too mature for a 12 rating.
This is a well‐made music video that delivers a strong message about racism in an entertaining
way. The scenes are mainly made up of chase scenes and do not depict any sex, drugs, violence
and there is no speech and officers therefore consider that this feature is within the BBFC
guidelines for a 12 rating.
12

This is a music video mainly made up of flashing images and shapes. The officers that viewed U
this consider it is within the BBFC guidelines for a U rating.
This is a video delivering a strong message about the negative effects of drugs. It contains very
strong drug references and some disturbing imagery. In the context of what the message the film 15
is conveying the officers that viewed it consider it is within the BBFC guidelines for a 15 rating.
This is a horror film that starts with a man stopping 2 young women to ask for directions with a
very brief scene of him sat in his car holding a plastic phallus. Further on in the film there is strong
language and scenes of violence and mild gore. The officers that viewed the feature consider it is
within the BBFC guidelines for a 15 rating.
15
15
This is a comedy that also explores some of the darkest points of Anglo‐Irish history and holds a
mirror up to the controversial opinions that can be found on each side of the Irish Sea. The
storyline centres on 3 men involved in organised crime 2 of them have kidnapped the other for
commandeering a drugs haul. Strong language then ensues which descends into racist comments
and ends with short scenes of violence and a shooting. The officers that viewed the feature
consider it is within the BBFC guidelines for a 15 rating.
This is an animated gory horror film set in an American national park. The storyline centres
around a company of park rangers during a storm and develops into a mass murder. Scenes of
12
animated violence and gore which are primarily depicted as stills during flashes of lightning. The
scenes of horror and violence are mild due to the film being animated and being shown as stills for
very brief periods so the officers that viewed this feature consider it is within the BBFC guidelines
for a 12 rating.
This film is a suspense horror centered around a young woman playing a computer game in her
room at night. The feature uses many jumpy scenes to create it’s suspense without showing any 12
violence, gore or using strong language therefore the officers that viewed it consider it is within
the BBFC guidelines for a 12 rating.
This is a music video that simply shows 2 cars driving through a post‐apocalyptic world with
absolutely no scenes that would cause any concern and so the officers that viewed it consider it is U
within the BBFC guidelines for a U rating.
This film follows a developing situation between a young couple moving into a new house. The
film is made up of a developing argument after the female character finds that the male has been 12
hiding a gun. There is no violence, sex, references to drugs or strong language and therefore the
officers that viewed the feature consider it is within the BBFC guidelines for a 12 rating.
The officers that viewed the feature consider that members may find some elements are not
appropriate for an age rating of 12 and therefore we recommend that members watch this
feature to decide an appropriate rating.
12

Officer Comments

12
This feature delivers a tales of the unexpected style observation of obsession and social media.
The storyline follows a young woman and her former boyfriend who frequently looks at the
images she is posting to social media. Every time he does so a still version of himself appears in
her apartment in his underwear. The feature then follows a journey of the young woman working
out what is happening and playing various practical jokes with the mannequin. Towards the end of
the film there are scenes of mild violence although not involving pain or suffering. There is a scene
where attention is drawn to the aroused state of the mannequin followed by a scene that shows
masturbation is taking place, however, officers consider that this is done discreetly enough that
the feature is within the BBFC guidelines for a 12 rating.
A highly choreographed music video shot over Zoom during lockdown. This is a music video and only shows a group of people singing and dancing over a zoom call. There
is nothing of concern and therefore officers consider it is within the BBFC guidelines for a U rating. U
A young woman receives a mysterious visitor.

Kemba plays a Fry cook in an aggressively Americana suburb where
every day, a different Black man is arrested at the exact same spot.
As the number of Black men begin to dwindle, Kemba begins
noticing the town’s attitude toward him shifting eerily. Micro‐
aggressions, bubbling into something even more sinister.

A job is just a job, but as with anything, time flies when you’re
doing it with yourbest friend. And today’s no different. We follow
Ty & Malcolm as they go about their daily routine. Just another day
for two really good friends.

A woman finds her relationship unravelling when she discovers her
boyfriend has bought a gun.

Two autonomous rental cars finding love on the way across state
lines after a climate collapse.

A young woman discovers a frightening video game character
intent on crossing into the real world.

As a slow building terror envelopes a lonely park ranger outpost,
three rangers are forced to test the limits of their humanity

A black comedy about cocaine and colonialism

A man cruises around late at night looking for something. He pulls in
to ask two young girls for directions ‐ only to flash them to get a
cheap thrill. Unfortunately, he has picked the wrong girls. They are
also out hunting tonight and they will stop at nothing to get their kill.

An anti drugs Public Service Announcement presented by Shaun
Williamson goes awry when he samples the demo materials.

An animated psychedelic riot of colours and shapes

Synopsis
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Jamie Whitby

Morgan Krantz

Harry Jackson

Meat Dept.

Tom Andrew & Sam
Davis / DadBod Film

Colin Read

Squeegie

Stop and Search

Very Noise

VOID

Mild Minds ‐ Walls (ft.
Boats)

04:15

14:12

02:33

05:30

10:54

12:20

07:50

James Price

Nightmares On Wax ‐
Smokers Delight (The
Film)

03:58

Ian Pons Jewell

Beardyman ‐ 6am
(Ready to Write) ft. Joe
Rogan
Spiral

03:45

ROSCO 5

Seeds of Love

A story about migration, displacement, and family separation.

One year on from the UK's first lockdown, clubs remain closed. This
audiovisual film by Tom Andrew and Sam Davis aims to capture this
profound sense of loss and longing, setting shots of empty dance
floors across England to original music by Daniel Avery.

A weird and wacky music video created to accompany French
musician Igorrr's track,Very Noise

If you're black in the UK, the police are 10 times more likely to
stop and searchyou. How would they feel if it was the other way
around?

Tyzer's life in a Glasgow high rise seems utterly mundane until he
notices that the repetition of his daily grind might actually be the
same day repeated over. At firstirritated, he gradually embraces this
newfound freedom of a world without consequences, beginning a
darkly comic and brutal descent into madness.
Groundhog Day meets Taxi Driver in this twisted psychological horror
short. Banned in Easterhouse and Possil.
An inveterate stoner finds himself on a weird, acid‐tinged voyage
of discovery in this short film commissioned to celebrate the 25th
anniversary of a landmark Warp Records release ‐ Nightmares On
Wax's Smokers Delight.
High‐powered female executive meets high‐rise window‐washer for an
erotic rendezvous on opposite sides of her skyscraper window.

An all night bender takes a turn towards the strange when the drugs
run out.

Love grows in unexpected places.

15

This is a music video that depicts 2 characters making their way through many streets and
landscapes to reach each other. The officers that viewed this film found nothing of concern and
consider it is within the BBFC guidelines for a U rating.

U
U

This feature shows an erotic rendezvous through a window between a woman in an office on one
side and a male window cleaner on the other. The feature depicts mildly erotic scenes followed by 15
a scene that suggests mutual masturbation without any graphic detail and then moves onto
showing both characters wiping fluids from the window from their respective sides. Officers
consider this feature is within the BBFC guidelines for a 15 rating.
This film is a comedy that explores the issue of police stop and searches of black people in a
lighthearted way to deliver a message about the opinion of the police that this forms for many
PG
BAME people. The officers that viewed this film found nothing of concern and consider it is within
the BBFC guidelines for a PG rating.
This is an animated music video that parodies the style of a CGI family adventure film. The officers
that viewed this film found nothing of concern and consider it is within the BBFC guidelines for a U U
rating.
This is a music video that show’s empty nightclubs during the pandemic along with people dancing
alone in their own homes through windows from the street. The officers that viewed this film
found nothing of concern and consider it is within the BBFC guidelines for a U rating.

This is a music video that depicts the dreams of a man that has fallen asleep after smoking
cannabis. There are many off beat and psychedelic scenes and scenes of rolling and smoking
joints. All scenes of drug taking are mild enough that officers consider this it is within the BBFC
guidelines for a 15 rating.

15

This is a music video that depicts a lonely man that grows a human hand in a plant pot. The feature
then shows the man and the hand living life together and developing a relationship. Officers are
concerned about one very brief scene starting at 2:04 which depicts mutual masturbation.
Although pixelated out officers believe that this scene is graphic enough that members may want
to consider whether it is too mature for a rating of 12.
This is a music video that follows the hallucinations of a man who has taken substantial amounts 15
of drugs. The video includes a lot of references to drugs and many scenes of the man snorting
substances. Officers consider that the video is within the BBFC guidelines for a 15 rating.
This film depicts a man stuck in a time loop who repeats every day with increasingly extreme
behavior. The film contains implied violence and sex without any graphic scenes and brief scenes
of drug taking. The scenes of drug taking are brief and subtle enough that officers consider the
feature is within the BBFC guidelines for a 15 rating.

The officers that viewed the feature consider that members may find some elements are not
12
appropriate for an age rating of 12 and therefore we recommend that members watch this feature
in order to decide an appropriate rating.

